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Optical model for use in oceanic ecosystem models

Cheng-Chien Liu, John D. Woods, and Curtis D. Mobley

Modeling the plankton ecosystem requires a code for simulating the profile of irradiance from the
chlorophyll profile at each time step of the integration. We have compared two existing codes with data
from the Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study: the Hydrolight radiative transfer model is accurate but too
slow to use interactively in ecological models; Morel’s @J. Geophys. Res. 93, 10,749 ~1988!# empirical model
is much faster but produces substantial error. We have developed a streamlined version of the Hy-
drolight radiative transfer model that is 20 times faster than the full Hydrolight code, while limiting
errors to less than 12% within the euphotic zone. This new code is both fast and accurate and is,
therefore, suitable for use interactively in oceanic ecosystem models. © 1999 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 010.0010, 010.4450.
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1. Introduction

Realistic simulation of the marine plankton ecosys-
tem is a prerequisite for assessing the impact of bi-
ology on a wide variety of important phenomena,
including climate, water quality, and fisheries. Re-
alism depends on accurately simulating the demo-
graphic histories of each plankton population. We
computed these time series ~for numberym3, birth
ate, death rate classified by cause of death, and life
xpectancy! by integrating a model comprising equa-
ions for the major processes. Five of the most im-
ortant processes ~heating, mixing, photosynthesis,

diel migration, and visual predation! depend on the
vertical profile of scalar irradiance Eo~z!, which itself
changes with the plankton demography. Accurate
calculation of Eo~z! is essential if the simulated eco-
system is to describe the plankton demography real-
istically. In practice a high computational cost is
incurred in achieving sufficient accuracy in Eo~z! for
even modest demographic goals ~e.g. timing of the
spring bloom to plus or minus one day!. We shall see
later that adding realistic optical modeling to ecolog-
ical simulation can increase integration time by a
factor of many thousands. This is normally unac-
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ceptable, so current practice for computing Eo~z!
within plankton ecology models falls far short of such
goals because of the limited computer power avail-
able. In practice, plankton ecologists make do with
computationally cheap but error-prone codes for de-
termining Eo~z! as a dynamic variable within their
ecological models.

The optical model generally used in various
physical–biological models was developed by Morel.1
This model allows for the propagation of visible radi-
ant energy within the ocean to be rapidly predicted as
a function of the local phytoplanktonic content.
Therefore, it is suited for the repeated irradiance
computation when simulating the physical–
biological interaction of the plankton ecosystem in
the long term. Various numerical optical models
were also developed for computing light distributions
both above and below the ocean surface by solving the
radiative transfer equation ~RTE!. Mobley et al.2
made a comprehensive comparison of these models
and concluded that these models provide accurate
numerical solutions for most of the needs of optical
oceanography and limnology. However, the compu-
tation time required for these numerical optical mod-
els is long. There is no research that compares the
accuracy of the empirical optical model with the
numerical optical models, nor on the feasibility of
embedding the numerical optical models into
physical–biological plankton models.

Here we aim to assess both the Morel empirical and
the Hydrolight3–6 numerical optical models using the
Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study ~BOFS! data col-
ected in 1990. The measured chlorophyll profiles,
ogether with the meteorological conditions, are used
s input to these two optical models to calculate the
20 July 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 21 y APPLIED OPTICS 4475
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underwater irradiance distribution. These results
are then compared to the measured irradiance pro-
files collected at the same time ~on the CTD casts!.
They show that the Morel method leads to substan-
tial error, whereas the error in using Hydrolight is
much less. Nevertheless, it is common practice in
ecological modeling to use the former because it is
much faster. Our aim is to find a way to accelerate
Hydrolight without significant loss of accuracy. The
feasibility of embedding the numerical optical model
into a physical–biological plankton model is also in-
vestigated. The computation time of the numerical
optical model can be reduced dramatically by apply-
ing the numerical computation conditions deter-
mined by the same in situ measurement.

2. Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study Data

The in situ data were collected during the Charles
Darwin 46 cruise mounted by the BOFS project at the
Lagrangian station at approximately 50°N 20°W
from April to May in 1990. These process cruises
continuously sampled the water column almost daily.
In addition, the underway data, including navigation,
surface water information, meteorological conditions,
and water depth, were monitored and logged every
30 s during each cruise. All the BOFS data were
managed and archived as the BOFS North Atlantic
data set7 by the British Oceanographic Data Centre.

The CTD profiles including chlorophyll and down-
welling and upwelling scalar irradiance were taken
with a Research Vessel Services Neil Brown Systems
Mk3B CTD, which was mounted vertically in the
center of a protective cage approximately 1.5 m
square and lowered at between 0.5 and 1.0 mys. The
chlorophyll concentration was measured by a Chelsea
Instrument Aquatracke fluorometer, which was cal-
ibrated in terms of chlorophyll with a multiple re-
gression technique against extracted chlorophyll and
downwelling scalar irradiance. Because the ship
was a holding station on a drifting buoy, the chloro-
phyll data from the entire cruise were treated as a
single population. Two Polymouth Marine Labora-
tory 2-pi photosynthetically available radiation
~PAR! sensors were separated vertically by 2 m to
measure the downwelling and upwelling wavelength-
integrated scalar irradiance ~PAR!, respectively. It
should be noted that these hemispherical domed sen-
sors measured the scalar irradiance rather than the
planar irradiance.

The Charles Darwin 46 cruise yielded 27 profiles
with the data needed for this study. We selected six
of these to cover the full range of cloudiness and
zenith angles. All the underway data including
time, location, surface wind speed, chlorophyll con-
centration, and solar radiation were averaged within
each CTD downcast event. Additional information,
such as the depth of the mixing layer and the eu-
photic zone were also recorded. The solar zenith
angle was calculated according to the given date,
time, latitude, and longitude. The cloudiness was
estimated from the difference between the theoretical
clear-sky and the observed above-surface down-
476 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 21 y 20 July 1999
welling irradiances Ed~0 !. The theoretical values
ere estimated by multiplying the solar constant by

he cosine of the solar zenith angle and then by re-
oving a proportion to account for transmission loss

hrough the atmosphere8 ~14% for an overhead Sun,
proportionately more for longer path lengths when
the Sun is lower in the sky!. It should be noted that
these theoretical values are summed over all wave-
lengths, not just those of the PAR. The observed
data that covered the entire spectrum were collected
by the Kipp and Zonen type CM5y6 solarimeters.

The derived cloudiness and the above-surface irra-
diance Ed~01!, together with all the averaged under-
way data for each CTD downcast event, are listed in
Table 1. Six sets of CTD profiles including chloro-
phyll concentration and upwelling and downwelling
irradiance are plotted in Fig. 1. These profiles were
selected to include both large and small Sun zenith
angles under overcast or clear-sky conditions.

3. Optical Models

As mentioned above, the optical model generally used
in various physical–biological models9–11 was devel-
oped by Morel.1 By analyzing the optical and re-
lated biological data acquired during several cruises
in oceans in different parts of the world, Morel de-
rived a spectral optical model that comprised the sta-
tistical relationships between the chlorophyll-like
pigment concentration C and the downwelling irra-
diance

Ed~z; l! 5 Ed~0
1; l!expH2* @kw~l! 1 xc~l!C~z!e~l!#dzJ .

(1)

The spectral values of the coefficients xc~l!, e~l!, and
he water attenuation coefficient kw~l! are given in
able 2 of Morel’s paper.1 This spectral model is

more accurate than the nonspectral models of light
attenuation and photosynthesis, which can overesti-
mate daily primary production in the water column
by as much as 50% or more.12 However, there is no
parameter that describes the sky radiance distribu-
tion and takes into consideration the underwater
scattering effect explicitly. Further investigation is
needed to apply this model to various incident solar
conditions such as a large Sun zenith angle or a
heavily overcast day, and to the depth where the
scattering effect dominates, compared with the ab-
sorption effect. In addition, the upwelling irradi-
ance cannot be obtained from this model.

Various numerical optical models were developed
for computing radiance L~ĵ; l! in the ocean by solving
the RTE13:

dL~ĵ; l!

dr
5 2c~ĵ; l!L~ĵ; l! 1 *

J

L~ĵ9; l!b~ĵ93 ĵ!dV~ĵ9!,

(2)

where c~ĵ; l! is the attenuation coefficient, J repre-
sents all directions ĵ9 in a unit sphere, and dV~ĵ9! is a
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Table 1. BOFS CD46 Data Descriptionsa

a

differential element of solid angle centered on ĵ9.
he volume scattering phase function b~ĵ9 3 ĵ! de-
nes the contribution of the radiances scattered from
ll directions ĵ9 toward the direction ĵ. The RTE
escribes that the rate of change of radiance L in the
irection ĵ through a distance r is the combination of
oss that is due to attenuation and gain that is due to
cattering. The water body discussed in hydrologic
ptics is infinite in horizontal extent and there are no
orizontal variations of inherent optical properties
IOP’s! or of boundary conditions. However, the
OP’s can vary arbitrarily with depth, therefore the
patial variables of the IOP’s can be reduced to one,
hat is depth z. The RTE can be written as

m
dL~z; ĵ; l!

dz
5 2c~z; l!L~z; ĵ; l!

1 *
J

L~z; ĵ9; l!b~z; ĵ93 ĵ; l!dV~ĵ9!.

(3)

Note that the increment of path length is expressed
as dr 5 dzycos u 5 dzym, because z 5 r cos u. By
introducing the single-scattering albedo v0 5 byc, the
normalized volume-scattering function b̃ [ byb, and
the optical depth § 5 *0

z c~z9!dz9, the dimensionless
form of RTE can be expressed as

m
dL~§; ĵ; l!

d§
5 2L~§; ĵ; l! 1 v0~§; l!

3 *
J

L~§; ĵ9;l!b̃~§; ĵ93 ĵ; l!dV~ĵ9!. (4)

OID 0305C#4 0405C#8 06
BEN 7036 7329 7
DCSTART 1990y3y5 1990y4y5 19

17:10 15:56
DCEND 1990y3y5 1990y4y5 19

17:16 16:05
Time 17.22 16.01
Latitude 49.93 49.85
Longitude 218.45 218.52 2
Vwind 7.72 18.67
Chl~0! 1.07 1.20
Eod~01!~PAR! 87.49 197.82
Ed~01!~total! 135.22 325.62
MLD 21 21
EZD 28.2 26.5
uSun 59.49 48.31
Cloud 73.22 54.83
Ed~01!~PAR! 40.67 111.38

aOID, originator identifier; BEN, BODC event number; DCSTAR
time ~Greenwich Mean Time!; Vwind, surface wind speed ~knots
bove-surface downwelling scalar irradiance in the PAR range, mea

Ed~01!~total!, above-surface downwelling scalar irradiance summ
CM5y6 solarimeters ~W m22!; MLD, mixing layer depth ~m!; EZD,
~%!; Ed~01!~PAR!, above-surface downwelling planar irradiance in
Among the various numerical optical models,
Hydrolight4–6 is preferred because it is computation-
ally extremely fast compared with other solution
methods. Furthermore, unlike the Monte Carlo
method, which suffers from statistical noise, the in-
variant embedding technique used in Hydrolight
computes all results with equal accuracy. The radi-
ance L~§; ĵ; l! is a directional quantity, whereas the
normalized volume-scattering function b̃~§; ĵ93 ĵ; l!
is a bidirectional quantity: convert one radiance
into another radiance. Before applying the numer-
ical invariant embedding technique, the infinite num-
ber of directions has to be reduced to a finite number
by introducing a directional discretization, quad par-
tition. Figure 2 illustrates an equal-angle partition
of J. All directional and bidirectional quantities can
be quad averaged. In a manner of speaking, the
quad-averaging process replaces the clear unit
sphere by a polyhedron of frosted glass windows; each
window makes the radiance distribution uniform
within that window.6 The integrodifferential equa-
tion ~4! can be discretized by averaging over direction
nd wavelength as ~Ref. 4, Sections 8.2 and 11.8!

u

dL~§; u, v; l !

d§
5 2L~§; u, v; l ! 1 v0~§; l !

3 (
r
(

s
L~§; r, s; l !b̃~§; r, s3 u, v; l !,

(5)

where Quv, Qrs [ J. This quad- and band-averaged
RTE along with its boundary conditions are a set
~typically hundreds! of ordinary differential equa-
tions, that can be solved by a high-order Runge–
Kutta algorithm.

The calculation procedures of Hydrolight can be

6 1105C#6 1305C#3 1905C#2
9177 9640 11131

y5 1990y11y5 1990y13y5 1990y19y5
16:14 11:51 12:56

y5 1990y11y5 1990y13y5 1990y19y5
16:19 11:59 13:08

4 16.28 11.92 12.98
1 49.31 49.13 48.52
7 218.23 217.77 217.38
1 17.34 15.63 10.51
4 1.43 1.15 1.32
4 168.03 477.45 538.56
6 257.92 875.89 896.3

12.9 22.8 5
22.6 23.8 22.6

4 49.04 34.19 28.96
8 63.56 7.17 11.18
8 93.87 477.45 378.08

wncast start time ~Greenwich Mean Time!; DCEND, downcast end
l~0!, surface chlorophyll concentration ~mg m23!; Eod~01!~PAR!,
d by the Polymouth Marine Laboratory 2-pi PAR sensors ~W m22!;
ver the whole spectrum, measured by the Kipp and Zonen type
otic zone depth ~m!; uSun, Sun zenith angle ~deg!; cloud, cloudiness
PAR range ~W m22!.
05C#
886
90y6
17:16
90y6
17:26
17.3
49.6
18.4
12.2
1.3

82.5
127.4
22.8
23.8
59.9
74.2
38.4

T, do
!; ch
sure
ed o
euph
the
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grouped into three parts. First, the quad partition
has to be selected. A Monte Carlo ray tracing
method is then used to estimate four surface reflec-
tance and transmittance functions that are needed to
specify the air–water boundary conditions. This
478 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 21 y 20 July 1999
time-consuming method is unavoidable because it is
the only mathematically tractable way to simulate
the radiative properties of random sea surfaces.
Furthermore, this procedure has to be repeated for
different surface wind speeds. Second, the scatter-
Fig. 1. Chlorophyll and irradiance profiles collected on the CTD casts by the BOFS project in 1990.
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Table 2. Comparisons of the Computer Time Consumption and Deviations by Use of a Standard Numerical Condition and Various Relaxed
ing phase functions for different constituents of sea-
water are discretized according to the selected quad
partition. The main constituent is chlorophyll be-
cause the site we focused on is categorized as case I
water. All the IOP’s can be obtained from analytical
models14,15 by taking constituents of seawater into
consideration. The discretization calculations need
to be performed only once for a selected quad parti-
tion. Finally, the air–water boundary conditions,
the IOP’s, and the input sky radiance determined by
the above-surface irradiance Ed~01! and cloudiness
re used to solve the set of ordinary differential equa-
ions ~5! for the quad- and band-averaged radiance.
he other quantities, such as downwelling and up-
elling planar irradiance or scalar irradiance, can be

omputed from the radiance.
A detailed description of equations and variables

an be found in Ref. 4. Here we used Hydrolight
ersion 3.1 to compute the underwater irradiances.
ur calculation focused on the open ocean, where the
ater can be reasonably regarded as infinitely deep.

n addition, we ignored internal sources and inelastic
cattering within the water body.

Fig. 2. Equal-angle partition of J by means of circles of constant
and by semicircles of constant f. Based on Mobley, the number

of quads in the u direction is M 5 2m 5 20 and the number in the
f direction is N 5 2n 5 24. All nonpolar-cap quads have equal
angular widths Df 5 2pyN 5 pyn, Du 5 pyM 5 py2m and center
at fv [ ~v 2 1!Df 5 ~v 2 1!pyn for v 5 1, 2, . . . , 2n, and uu [ ~u 2
!Du 5 ~u 2 1!py2m for u 5 1, 2, . . . , 2m.

Numerical Conditions to Simulate the U

Quad partition 20 3
Wavebands in the PAR range 36
Maximum geometric depth Zmax 60
Quick reference database of the air–water boundary

conditions and the scattering phase function
No

Computer time consumption ~SGI challenge! ~second! 723
Deviation ~max value within euphotic zone! ~%!
Deviation ~max value within 60 m! ~%!
4. Results

All the valid BOFS data listed in Table 1, together
with the CTD chlorophyll profiles, are used in both
Hydrolight and the Morel empirical model based on
Eq. ~1! to simulate underwater irradiance. These
results are then compared with the upwelling and
downwelling irradiance profiles collected in situ.
The comprehensive comparisons show that the devi-
ation between the Morel empirical model and the
BOFS data is apparent at depths of 10 m and in-
creases rapidly with depth, especially for a large Sun
zenith angle or a heavily overcast day. In contrast,
Hydrolight offers a simulation that corresponds more
closely to the BOFS data throughout the entire eu-
photic zone, regardless of the incident sky radiance
condition. The comparison results based on the six
sets of CTD profiles ~Fig. 1! are plotted in Fig. 3.
Note that Hydrolight provides not only the scalar
downwelling and upwelling irradiances Eod and Eou
but also the planar downwelling and upwelling irra-
diances Ed and Eu. Yet the BOFS data collected in
1990 measured only Eod and Eou and the Morel em-
pirical model can provide only Ed. To make a direct
comparison between BOFS data and the results of
optical models, the value of Eod* predicted by the
Morel empirical model in Fig. 3 is converted from Ed
according to

Eod* 5
Ed

m# d
,

where

m# d 5 cos uw 5 cosFsin21Sna

nw
sin uSunDG . (6)

Equation ~6! assumes that the average cosine of
downwelling light m# d remains constant throughout
the entire water column and is equal to the surface
value calculated under the ideal incident condition,
i.e., the collinear solar beam incident at uSun without
any background scattering. The nadir angle of the
solar beam after it passes through the air–water sur-
face uw is determined by Snell’s law of refraction: nw
sin uw 5 na sin uSun. This approach leads to over-
estimation of the values of m# d both at the surface and
underwater, with the result that Eod* underesti-

ater Downwelling Planar Irradiance Ed

——— ---------- zzzzzzzzzzzzzz — z— z— — zz— zz

20 3 24 12 3 12 20 3 24 20 3 24 12 3 12
36 36 18 36 18
60 60 60 35 35
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

5515 582 2346 3238 172
12.41 0.71 0.01 11.84
17.12 0.71 1.27 17.90
nderw

24

7
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mates Eod. Inspection of Fig. 3 indicates that such
underestimation also leads to underestimation of the
difference between the irradiance profile derived for
the BOFS measurements and Morel’s method. Fig-
ure 4 gives a direct comparison of the values of Ed as

Fig. 3. Comparison of the wavelength-integrated underwater sca
Morel empirical model. Note that the profile based on Morel’s mo

iscussion.
480 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 21 y 20 July 1999
estimated by these two optical models. The accu-
racy of the empirical model is profoundly influenced
by the scattering effect, especially under the large
Sun zenith angle, of a heavily overcast day, and the
deeper depth where the scattering effect dominates.

radiances between the BOFS measurements, Hydrolight, and the
ses Eod* as a surrogate for Eod; see Eq. ~6! and the accompanying
lar ir
del u



It should also be noted that, in relation to the ab-
sorption algorithm, only the chlorophyll concentra-
tion was measured in the BOFS project; there was no
information about the concentrations of other compo-
nents, such as gilvin ~also known as yellow matter! or
detritus. Therefore, one bio-optical absorption algo-

Fig. 4. Comparison of the wavelength-integrated underwater pl
rithm is used in the Hydrolight model to calculate the
total absorption coefficient

a~z; l! 5 @aw~l! 1 0.06ac*~l!C~z!0.65#

3 $1 1 aother exp@20.014~l 2 440!#%. (7)

irradiances between Hydrolight and the Morel empirical model.
anar
20 July 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 21 y APPLIED OPTICS 4481
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This algorithm assumes that a fixed percentage of
the total absorption at a given wavelength always
comes from yellow matter and aother [ ag 5 0.2. In
his study, the model-data fit is attempted to deter-
ine inversely the total contribution from other com-

onents. The best fits of model results and data
ere obtained with aother 5 0.8. Although the model
482 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 21 y 20 July 1999
was partially tuned to obtain the best model-data fit,
the same value of aother was applied to each CTD
event. In other words, the ability of the Hydrolight
model to give reasonable predictions simultaneously
for each CTD event is due to correct representation of
the underlying dynamics rather than to adjusting
parameter values for each event. The same ap-
Fig. 5. Sensitivity test of Hydrolight to various conditions. Simulations on the diffuse attenuation coefficient for the downwelling planar
irradiance Kd obtained with the standard numerical condition and various relaxed numerical conditions for BOFS originator identifier
~OID! data ~a! 0305C#4, ~b! 0405C#8, ~c! 0605C#6.
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proach of parameterization has been used by Tyrrell
et al.17

The simulation of the Hydrolight model was inte-
grated on an SGI Challenge computer that has four
200-MHz processors. Each simulation was executed
by one processor. Elapsed time for each run was re-
corded for comparison. The numerical conditions for
each simulation were wavebands nwave 5 36 within
he PAR range; equal-angle quad-partition M 3 N 5

20 3 24 and the maximum geometric depth zmax 5
60 m. It took approximately 15 min to calculate the
air–water boundary conditions; 13 min to discretize
the scattering phase function, and 92 min to compute
the underwater light field. Hydrolight is much faster
Fig. 6. Sensitivity test of Hydrolight to various conditions. Simulations on the diffuse attenuation coefficient for the downwelling planar
irradiance Kd obtained with the standard numerical condition and various relaxed numerical conditions for BOFS originator identifier
~OID! data ~a! 1105C#6, ~b! 1305C#3, ~c! 1905C#2.
20 July 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 21 y APPLIED OPTICS 4483
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than Monte Carlo models, which might need months of
computer time to achieve the same accuracy to the
same depth.18 However, requiring 120 min of com-
puter time for each simulation, it is still far beyond
present computer technology to support repeated cal-
culations required for the simulation of a plankton
ecosystem in the long term. For example, it would
take approximately two years of computer time to sim-
ulate the annual variation of a plankton ecosystem by
use of a physical–biological plankton model with a
0.5-h time step.

To reduce the computation time without losing accu-
racy, three procedures were used to find the streamlined
numerical conditions for simulating the underwater ir-
radiance. First, the quad partition and wavebands
were relaxed to M 3 N 5 12 3 12 and nwave 5 18 within
the PAR range because the physical–biological plankton
model is concerned only with the scalar downwelling and
upwelling irradiances that are computed from integrals
of the radiance over direction and over the PAR range.
The Hydrolight model is not sensitive to the quad parti-
tion when it is used to calculate the underwater irradi-
ance. Second, a quick reference database of the air–
water boundary conditions and the scattering phase
function can be established in advance and save at least
one third of the computation time in a repeated long-term
simulation, since they need to be computed only once for
a selected quad partition and surface wind speed. Fi-
nally, because the plankton are abundant within zm, by
gradually decreasing to a depth of zc and maintaining a
small constant level below zc, we were able to specify the
maximum geometric depth zmax to a depth of zc if the
hlorophyll profile were already known, and we extrap-
lated all the irradiance below zc with the results calcu-

lated at zc. In other words, the maximum geometric
depth zmax can be selected as a lower value during the
pring bloom, when the plankton are abundant and little
ight can penetrate to greater depths. All the standard
umerical conditions of the Hydrolight model used for
he simulation in Fig. 3 are relaxed one by one. Sensi-
ivity tests of Hydrolight to different conditions based on
he set of six BOFS profiles ~Fig. 1! are presented in Figs.
and 6. These figures show the simulations of the dif-

use attenuation coefficient for the downwelling planar
rradiance Kd that were obtained with the standard nu-
merical condition and various relaxed numerical condi-
tions. With this test we have demonstrated that the
effectiveness of our streamlining of Hydrolight is equally
valid over the wide range of ecological conditions encoun-
tered in the BOFS profiles ~Fig. 1!; the additional error
arising from use of our simplification never exceeded 8%
in this set of profiles. Figure 7 gives the downwelling
planar irradiance Ed of BODC event 9177 ~OID:
105C#6! on 11 May 1990 obtained with various numer-
cal conditions. The computer time consumption for
ach relaxation computation and the deviation from the
tandard calculation are listed in Table 2. This compar-
son indicates that the computation time, after applying
ll the relaxation conditions, can be reduced by at least
5% without introducing a deviation of greater than 12%
ithin the euphotic zone.
484 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 21 y 20 July 1999
5. Discussion

We assessed two optical models, the Morel empirical
model and the Hydrolight numerical model, by using
the BOFS data collected in the North Atlantic Ocean
in 1990. The comparisons indicate that the empiri-
cal model is not valid for some incident light condi-
tions, especially for a large Sun zenith angle, on a
heavily overcast day, or at deeper depths where the
scattering effect dominates. On the other hand, Hy-
drolight provides an accurate simulation throughout
the euphotic zone, regardless of the incident sky ra-
diance condition. This research suggests that the
physical–biological plankton models, all of which use
the empirical bio-optical model to calculate underwa-
ter irradiance, need to be reexamined.

The feasibility of embedding the Hydrolight optical
model into a physical–biological plankton model is inves-
tigated. Several strategies such as quad-partition re-
laxation and extrapolation are used, together with the
incorporation of a quick reference database, resulting in
a 95% reduction of computation time without introducing
a deviation of more than 12%. These results encourage
the adoption of a streamlined version of the Hydrolight
model for simulating the optical environment in
physical–biological plankton models.

The irradiances in the BOFS data set, as in most of the
other data sets, are not sufficient for the purpose of study-
ing the detailed underwater radiance, checking closure
relations, or testing the accuracy of radiative transfer
predictive models. The ideal measurements should be
of high accuracy and simultaneously cover the entire
range of IOP’s and external lighting and boundary con-
ditions found in nature. Unfortunately, such compre-

Fig. 7. Comparison of the underwater downwelling planar irra-
diance Ed made with the standard numerical condition and various
relaxed numerical conditions.
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hensive data sets do not exist to date. Nevertheless, if
we take into consideration all the available data collected
by the BOFS cruises, this research successfully assesses
the underwater irradiance predicted by the two optical
models and corroborates that Hydrolight provides a
rapid and accurate simulation for most of the needs of
optical oceanography and limnology.

Another potential application of this research is in
visual ecology. The light distribution in the water
not only affects the physical properties such as heat
or density, but also influences the biological proper-
ties such as photosynthesis or migration. In the
same way that many land creatures hide from pred-
ators’ attacks by means of camouflage, zooplankton
might migrate up and down between specific depths
for similar reasons based on visibility. It might be
beneficial to investigate the relationship between
spectrum and migration to gain a better understand-
ing of this phenomenon.

6. Symbols Used in Text

a Absorption coefficient m21,
ac* chlorophyll-specific absorption coefficient,
ag absorption coefficient of yellow matter m21,

aother absorption coefficient of other components ~apart
from pure water and chlorophyll! m21,

aw absorption coefficient of pure water m21,
b scattering coefficient m21,
C chlorophyll concentration mg m23,
c attenuation coefficient m21,

d~01! above-surface planar downwelling irradiance W
m22 nm21,

Ed planar downwelling irradiance W m22 nm21,
Eu planar upwelling irradiance W m22 nm21,
Eo scalar irradiance W m22 nm21,

Eod scalar downwelling irradiance W m22 nm21,
Eod* a surrogate for Eod @see Eq. ~6! and accompanying

discussion# W m22 nm21,
Eou scalar upwelling irradiance W m22 nm21,
Kd diffuse attenuation coefficient for the downwelling

planar irradiance m21,
L radiance W m22 nm21 sr21,

na index of refraction for air,
nw index of refraction for water,

r distance m,
z geometric depth m,
b volume-scattering phase function,
b̃ normalized volume-scattering phase function,
l wavelength nm,
m cosine parameter, m [ cos u 5 j3,

m# d spectral downwelling average cosine,
uSun Sun zenith angle deg,

v0 single-scattering albedo,
J unit sphere: a set of all directions ĵ,
ĵ unit vector,
§ optical depth.
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